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1. Introduction - How It Started 
--_. __ ._. __ . __ .• ---------_._-------_ .•. _-----_._._----- 

I am from Hong Kong - a place where the 
East and the West meets. Like many people 
of my generation, I grew up in a traditional 
Chinese extended family. I was educated in 
a Catholic school and went to college at the 
University of Oregon in the United States. 
Since I was a kid, I have been submerged in 
western and eastern cultures and ideas at the 
same time. When I was 14, I took my first 
mind-mapping and speed-reading workshop 
from an American organized by my school. 
During the same period, T was doing Tai Chi 
every week with my mother's teacher in the 
park where she went for moming exercises 
everyday. 

In June 1997, I took my first Touch for 
Health Level One class with the late Mr. 
Zale Giffin, an American Instructor from 
Hawaii. Unlike many other brain-based, 
personal-growth or energy healing 
techniques I had been learning so far at that 
time, I was amazed by the simplicity and 
effectiveness of a Touch for Health balance. 
I also enjoyed the process of "listening" to 
my body's feedback through musc1e 
checking. To put it in another way, Touch 
for Health, a "baby of mixed blood", 
resonates in me. My gut feeling told me that 
"this is it!" Like many of you here, T started 
my journey of learning and discovery in 
Touch for Health and kinesiology. I flew to 
many places in the world to learn from 
different masters. In 1998, I became a Touch 
for Health Instructor and in 1999 I became a 
Brain Gym R) Instructor. Since then, 
kinesiology has become my job, my career, 
my way of communicating with myself, my 
husband, my kids and the society. It has 
become a way of living and an inseparable 
part of my life. 

Together with Mr. Conrad Ho, my best 
friend and husband, we set up a company 
and made it our mission to spread 

kinesiology to the Chinese-speaking world. 
Being a pioneer of a totally new subject, I 
often faced all sorts of interesting questions 
from learners and users. Many of the 
questions we faced are typically Chinese, 
e.g. how is that different from Chinese 
acupressure or acupuncture? Is it the same 
as doing Tai Chi or qigtmg? I faced many 
more of these questions when I introduced 
the subjects in mainland China, where 
Chinese culture are more deeply ingrained 
and western ideas more foreign. I 
remembered last year, Conrad & I were 
introduced to the vice-principal of a 
university in Nanjing, China. We showed 
him one of the kinesiology books that we 
translated - Brain Gym" Teachers' Edition, 
which talks about all the Brain Gym ® 26 
movements. He lifted his eyeglasses, 
browsed through the book in great interest 
and concentration, and responded in a loud 
voice, "I believe this stuff works. Don't we 
have similar things in China also?" Not long 
ago, I showed some of our kinesiology 
books and manuals to my qigong teacher. 
He said "These founders might have learnt 
qigong before. This is western qigong 
(5~~J}J)!" 

As a student, a teacher, a user, a practitioner, 
a sponsor, a facilitator, these are the 
question I often ask myself: what are the 
similarities and difference between Chinese 
traditional medical and keep-fit techniques 
such as Tai Chi, qigong, traditional Chinese 
acupressure Cm*ltulna), and kinesiology 
(Touch for Health and Brain GymID are the 
ones I know best and use most)? What are 
the best from all these modalities? How they 
be integrated to give new perspectives and 
achieve better results? 

Prom my experiences, I have found that 
these techniques are common in many ways: 
(1) all look atthe human mind/body as a 
whole, not as parts; (2) all are based on the 
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worldview that an intervention in the whole 
can affect the part giving out symptoms; (3) 
all are based on some sort of energetic 
model, not materialistic model. In early 
2000s', Conrad & I started to explore further 
and deeper into various Chinese healing 
modalities. He took nearly all the degree 
courses in traditional Chinese medicine in 
the University of Hong Kong. I also began 
my study and practice on qigong. I started 
studying qigong from Mr. Chang Wen Yue 

(,*,3trii), founder of Ruyi Culture Centre 

(~DJl:>t{t~/t,\) in Hong Kong. Mr. Chang, 
a clairvoyant and a qigong master from 

Tangshan (~Ill), China, have been 
practicing qigong since he was nine years 
old. 

2. What is Qigong? 
Qigong is a diamond in the treasure-house 
of China's cultural heritage. The basic 
principles, assumptions and applications of 
qigong form not only the most basic 
foundation of traditional Chinese medicine, 
but also Chinese philosophies, religions, 
literature, languages and arts. It applications 
are wide. It has been used not only for health 
maintenance, diagnosis and treatment of 
diseases, but also in education, sports, arts, 
agriculture, industries and even in the 
military. 

The word qigong (~J}J, pronounced as Chi 
Gong) is a combination of two ideas: "Qi " 
means air, breath oflife, or energy, and 
"gong" means the skill of working with, 
cultivating, self-discipline or achievement. 
Qigong is a general term that refers to a 
wide range of physical and breathing 
exercises that enhances blood flow, cultivate 
potentials of the mind and body, and purify 
the human heart and soul. According to the 
definition published in the official qigong 
textbook in China, The Standard Training 
Manual ofQigang, qigling are "traditional 
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physical exercises practiced by our people in 
the tranquil state that open and develop 
human life potentials through three means: 
tuning the body, tuning breathing, and 
tuning the heart." 
([I~J}J~$~.f¥~ IQig6ng bidozhun 
jiaocheng: 
"~J}J~AR1±~DJIj(~~ , JM~Wa1!}, 
~., Wa1~~E$,~RA~~$.n~ 
~~~fJtH~:r!l §I 0 ") 

For centuries, people in China have 
benefited from qig6ng and believe that 
improving the functioning of qi in the body 
maintains health and heals diseases. In 
traditional Chinese medicine, good health is 
a result of a free-flowing, well-balanced 
energy system. It is believed that regular 
practice of qigong helps to cleanse the body 
of toxins, restore energy, reduce stress and 
anxiety, and help individuals maintain a 
healthy and active lifestyle. 

No historical relic has yet been discovered 
to show the exact timing when qigong was 
first practised in China. Artwork, medical 
manuals, folklore, treatises, scriptures and 
reports on the subject go back over a few 

thousand years. In the time ofYao(~), 
people had already realized that dancing 
could strengthen health. The chapter "On 
Ancient Music" of the t.a 's Spring and 
Autumn Annuals completed around 239 B.C. 
recorded: "From as early as the beginning of 
the Tao Tang tribe, yin tends to stagnate and 
accumulate in the depth of the body. The 
water channels are blocked and water can no 
longer flow in its correct channels. Qi 
smolders and stagnates within the body; the 
tendons and ligaments shorten and joints 
lock up. Thus, dances are created to move 
and direct the circulation flow again." 

( ~8a;~fx . ~*~ : 
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··-g-~~tt~Ml , ~~~~ffij)~HI , *~ 
~.,~ff~~,~ •• ~~ •• ,Eft 
M-K;~il , i&fF~.J-::l. '§'~2.o ") 

Among the historical medical manuals, 
compilations and relics unearthed in 1974 
from the King Ma Tomb No.3 at 

Mawangdui (J~ ±::i#.), Changsha, Hunan 
Province, there was a silk painting Ddoyin 

Illustrations ( {~51~~ ) of the early 
Westem Han Dynasty period (3rd century 
B.C.), on which were drawn 44 men and 
women in various poses or postures. Under 
each pose, or ddoyin diagram, was a caption 
with the name of an animal or the name of 
the disease that the posture might help cure. 
This indicates that people in China might 
have already used the form of illustrations to 
teach and leam qigong no later than 300 
B.C. 

If we look from the perspective of historical 
origins, qigong in contemporary China can 
be categorized into six main types: (1) 

Taoist (~), (2) Buddhist (1~), (3) Medical 

(II), (4) Confucian (f~), (5) Martial (lit) 

and (6) People's (~r8'). If we classify by 
the characteristics of methodologies, there 
are five main schools: (1) Ddoyin School 

(~51~), which makes use of physical 
movements of the limbs, requiring the use of 
intention to direct energy flow, and the 
harmony of physical form and spirit; (2) 

Tuna School (n±~5*), which emphasizes 
the use of breathing; (3) Jingding School 
(D)i:j./it), which trains thoughts and 
intentions through emotional calmness, 
sitting and meditation; (4) Cunxiang School 

(1T~lU*), which trains the mind to use an 
intense focus, e.g. on some organ inside the 
body or some scenery outside the body, to 
crowd out other less useful thoughts; and (5) 

Zhoutian School (~~j*), which trains up 
the skill of directing qi and intention to 
circulate in the meridians. For sub-types, it 
is estimated that there are more that 300 

streams (mt) of qigong and more than 1,600 

branches (~) in modem China. 

3. What is Qi? 
The concept of qi originates from 
philosophy. Traditional philosophers 
believed that everything in the universe is 

• A silk scroll showing 
44 human ddoyin poses 
excavated at the tomb 
of King Ma of the 
Western Han Dynasty. 

a result of the movement of qi. In the Book 
of Changes (;};~/YUlng), it says "Species 
evolve and emerge in the midst of the heat 
and mists between Heaven and Earth." 

(~ttE.iRm , "M!jbj]1t,~). When the concept 
of qi is introduced into medicine and health 
maintenance, it is used to explain the 
movement of human life forces. In a Taoist 
text by Ge Hong of .Tin Dynasty, Baopuzi, 
The Master Embracing Simplicity, it says, 
"Human lives in a sea of qi and qi flows in 
human. From Heaven and Earth to 
everything in the Universe, nothing is not 
dependent on qi for their existences". 
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(:g~ (t~~~T} : r A1±~1fl , ~1±A 
1fl,~~~~~~,~1'~~~~~~o 
J ). We can conceptualize qi as an 
extremely small moving substance. This 
substance sustains human life and other 
existences in the universe. 

In qigiing theory, there are many types of qi. 
The main ones are: 

1) Inborn Qi (n*"lyucinqi), the innate 
essence received our parents or from 
"heaven"; 

2) Pectoral Qi r'**t/zongqi), a processed 
form of qi made from the fresh air inhaled 
absorbed by the lungs and the nutrients 
derived from water and foods extracted by 
the spleen and stomach; 

3) Nourishing Qi (~~/yingqi), the qi 
directed by the heart into the blood vessels 
to nourish the whole body; and 
4) Defending Qi (f¥j~/weiqi), the qi 
circulating on the surface of the body and 
outside the meridians to protect the body. 

It is important to note that in Qi-nesiology 
balance, we are making use of Universal 

Energy (5~j[;~) for balance. In this way, 
we arc not depleting our own energy 
reserve. 

4. The Jewels of Touch for Health and 
Edu-K - The Spirit of Free Choice, Self 
Responsibility, and Self-Healing! 
Learning. Muscle-checking is a Plus. 

Now, let us look at kinesiology from the 
West. From the knowledge and experiences 
on kinesiology (i.e. Touch for Health and 
Educational Kinesiology) I have had so far, I 
would say it is simple, profound, and it 
works. In my opinion, these three 
presumptions stand out to be the most 
distinctive features of Touch for Health and 

Educational Kinesiology: 

4.1 Self-responsibility Model, which 
presumes that the person being 
balanced is the one who makes their 
own choices, in the past, in the present 
and in the future. He is the one 
responsible for his own health and 
learning because these are the results of 
their own decisions. The facilitator's 
role is to make space to smoothen up 
the process. 

4.2 Free Will and Freedom of Choice, 
as beautifully manifested in the client 
centered goal-setting procedure. This 
allows the person being balanced to 
choose what is best for himself and his 
"soul". "1" can do something for better 
health and learning and change the way 
I react to circumstances in my life! "1" 
can create and change things in my life! 

4.3 Self-healing Model (vs. Curing 
Model) - the goal-setting procedure 
also presumes that the body/mind being 
balanced will automatically do its job of 
self-healing and learning without the 
need for diagnosis, advice or 
prescription from the facilitator. The 
person has all the resources he needs to 
facilitate his own healing and learning. 

Such worldviews or presumptions, I would 
say, are the "Jewels of Kinesiology". They 
are empowering to the individual and are 
crucial presumptions when applying the 
techniques. They are the presumptions that I 
would like to continue to use when applying 
the techniques that integrate qigong and 
kinesiology. 

The other distinctive feature of kinesiology 
is, of course, muscle checking. When used 
with mindfulness, objectivity and respect, 
muscle checking is an advantage in 
providing: 
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1) an operational procedure that gives 
feedback on various energetic, emotional, 
mental or physical status; 
2) a powerful feedback or noticing reference 
to the person being balanced about his own 
states. 

5. The Basic Procedure of a Qi-nesiology 
balance 
The basic steps of a Qi-nesiology balance 
are below: 

1. Do pre-checks and set the "energy 

field" (~~) 
2. Set your goal 
3. Check and/or noticejlng(~), qi 

(~) and shen (fIfi) values 
Check and/or notice 14/28/42 
Muscles, qi flow or other checks 
Balancing of Body/Breathing/Mind 
Recheck and/or re-notice 14/28/42 

4. 

5. 
6. 

Muscles qi flow or other checks 
7. Recheck and/or re-notice jfng(ll), 

qi (0) and shen (::::;) values 
8. Anchoring the goal with the 

intention of "P:T" (hao)! 
9. For Home Use: qigiing exercises 

and/or Informational Water 

The following are more detailed 
explanations of the steps: 

5.1 Do Pre-checks and Set the "Energy 
Field" 

Do pre-checks the way you are familiar 
with. e.g. water, central meridian energy, 
left/right, frontiback, up/down balance, cross 
crawl, etc. Setting the "energy field" means 
setting the intention of the kind of energy 
you use. In this case, we are using 
Universal Energy. Relax your body, and 
think of Universal Energy (e.g. as white fog 
or white clouds) gathering in your 
immediate surroundings in an anti 
clockwise, circular motion. 

5.2 Set Your Goal 
What do you want? Remember to set your 
goal in a Positive (accepting the way things 
are, as well as open to new possibilities), 
Active (including whole body movement 
that feels "present time" or words that use 
present tense, Clear (using steps or words 
that a child can understand) and Energetic 
(with feelings, actions, and/or words that 
energize and inspire) way. Take a Brain 
Gym" 101 class if you'd like to learn how to 
do this more skillfully. 

5.3 Checkingjlng(~), qi(li) and s/ten(fIfi) 
values 
In qigong model of the 
world, human life activities 
are the results of the 
interaction among these three 

elements:jfng (~), qi (~) 

·jfng, q i, shen 
by calligrapher 
Feng Dit Biao 
f)!*mt) 

and shin (fIfi). We can 
understand these concepts as: 
jfng = materials (!j@ji); qi = 
energy (~.m); shin = 

information (o@" }~t). Take the 
metaphor of a computer, for 
instance,jfng is the materials ,_ 
that make up the physical of a -r' 
computer. Qi is the energy, .. ' 
in this case electricity, that r . .. 
drives the computer. Shin is 
the programming which runs 
the computer. In human 
terms,jfng is the raw 
materials that form and grow 
our body. There are two 
sources - nature and nurture. 
Humans get theirjlng from 
their parents (when the egg 
and sperm meet in the 
fertilization process), and from Nature 
(food, water, air, etc.). In the case of 
humans, qi or energy in the forms of 
electricity, heat, magnetism, electro- 
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magnetism, etc. that keeps life going. Shen 
includes all spiritual, mental and emotional 
movements and activities as well as 
memories, habits, life skills, etc. Shen does 
not exist by itself It depends onjTng and qi 
to CatTY it, like memories on a magnetic 
floppy disc. However, it is the creative and 
driving force of all human life activities and 
movements. 

When using thejlng (~), qi (*t) and shen 

(1$) model for noticing, use it 
metaphorically to know where the blocks 
are. Alternatively, you may quantify it on a 
linear scale, e.g. 1 to 10 or attraction value 
0-1000. 

5.4 Check and/or notice 14/28/42 Muscles, 
qi flow or other checks 
Choose the kind of checks you like for better 
noticing of your current postures and other 
mental, emotional and physical states. For 
14/28/42 muscle checks, refer to John Thie, 
D.C.'s Touch [or Health. 

Qi flow checks are derived from primary 

movement directions of qi: Out (tB); In 

(A); Up (ft); Down (~). These movements 
must be coordinated and be in harmony with 
one another to sustain human lives. When 
one is experiencing a symptom, whether on 
a physical, mental, emotional or spiritual 
level, we can presume that movement of qi 
of one or all of the directions are blocked or 
slowed down. 

5.5 Balancing of Body/Breathing/Mind 
Masters through the ages have built up 
thousands of ways to practise qigong, which 
can be summarized to have these three 
common elements - tuning/balancing of the 
body, breathing and the mind. Balancing of 
the body refers to the adjustment of body 
postures and relaxation exercises; balancing 
of breathing refers to the exercise of 
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respiration and conducting qi; balancing of 
mind refers to the regulation of mental 
activities: the exercise of mental 
tranquilization and mind concentration. The 
ones outlined in this paper offer some of the 
very basic techniques. 

5.5.1 Balancing the Body with Standing 
and Dynamic Postures 

5.5.1.1 Balancing the Body with Five 
Basic Qigong Standing Postures 
These five basic movements are the 
foundation of many qigong movements. 
Each movement can be practiced on its own 
or in combination with others. There is no 
standard time limit for each movement. Do 
it until it feels enough. 

1) Nothingness (or Wi1it) Posture (1mioi{U) 
- Everything starts from Nothingness. 
Nothingness is the beginning of creation. 
From Wu]! comes Tai Chi. Stand with 
legs together, head upright. Relax the 
whole body, stand still and breathe 
naturally. The mind is relaxed. 

2) Natural Posture (~ ~~) - Stand 
naturally with legs apart at about the 
width of shoulders. Knees slightly bent; 
head and neck straight; The Hundred 

Convergences (Sf!IBaihuiIGV20) is 
lightly lifted; chins tugged in; tongues 
flat; lips and teeth closed lightly; 
shoulders and elbows down; arms-pit 
closed lightly, chests in and back up a 
bit, waist and belly relaxed, both arms 
hang loosely on the sides of the body, 
eyes level. 

3) Ball-holding Posture (mJ.:J<~) - On the 
basis of the Natural Posture, rotate both 
arms outward a bit, then inwards. Palms 
facing each other as if a ball is held in 
front of the chest. Fingers should be 
about 10 em apart. Relax the waist; 
bend the knees and hips tugged in. 
Upper body should be upright, eyes 
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level. Palms can also be at the level of 
the belly buttons. 

4) Holding and Pressing Posture ct~~~) 
- On the basis of the Natural Posture, 
relax the wrists and fingers, lift up both 
arms to shoulder width and chest level. 
Then, bend the elbows, press palms 
down to belly or hip level. Relax the 
waist; bend the knees and hips tugged in. 
Upper body should be upright, eyes 
level. 

5) Palms on Belly Posture (ii~~) - On 
the basis of the Natural Posture, rotate 
both arms outward a bit, then inwards. 
Both palms face each other. Then, place 
both palms on top of each other on the 
belly. The centre of the palm should be 
facing the belly button or just below it. 

5.5.1.2 Balancing the Body with Two 
Basic Qigong Dynamic Postures 
1) Qi-Pulling (1m..g-:tSL~): Sit or stand in a 
comfortable posture with legs apart at 
shoulder width. Palms facing each other at 
the level of the chest as if holding a ball. 
Slowly pull the hands farther apart for about 
20 to 30 ern while at the same time, think of 
the edge of the Universe. Then, the hands 
softly come back in as if to hold the ball 
again while at the same time, think of the 
inside of your body. Repeat said steps until 
it is enough for you. 

2) Qi-feeding (~~): Direct qi to the parts 
of your body which need it most. The 
intention is to channel qi to smoothly flow 
through your body (but not into your body 
as if to retain it to augment your energy 
reserve). The palms will face the relevant 
body part. Again, when the hands are 
closing in towards it, think of the inside of 
your body; when they are moving away, 
think of the edge of the Universe. Repeat 
said steps until it is enough for you. 

5.5.2 Balancing with Breathing 

Here are the four basic breathing methods: 

1) Natural Breathing (~Mlr-J-D.&) - Breath 
as you normally would. Just follow the 
flow, and do not direct it with your 
thoughts. 

2) Belly Breathing (1Jl~~n.&) - There are 
two types of belly breathing: (a) Normal 
Belly Breathing - when breathing in, the 
belly goes outward. When breathing 
out, the belly goes inward. (b) Reverse 
Belly Breathing - when breathing in, the 
belly goes inward. When breathing out, 
the belly goes outward. 

3) Anus-lifting Breathing (m:JU~n.&) - 
When breathing in, lift up the 

Converging Yin (ft~1 HuiyfnICYl). 
When breathing out, relax the 
Converging Yin. This is usually done in 
combination with Belly Breathing. 
Follow this method when doing Reverse 
Belly Breathing. Do it reversely when 
doing Normal Belly Breathing. i.e. relax 
the Converging Yin when breathing in, 
lift up the Converging Yin when 
breathing out. 

4) Resonance Breathing (D±*~n.&) - The 
most typical of this method is the Six- 

character Formula (~*~, Liuzijuev. 

i.e. xu(Dj), ke(DiiJ), hu(~), xia(DI!!l), 

(chuf)D.X, xf(III). Every sound resonates 
with an internal organ. Breathe in with 
the nose and out with the mouth. Use 
belly breathing. Breathe in and out 
smoothly, deeply, gently with prolonged 
cycles. 

5.5.3 Balancing the Mind 
1) Concentrate on Relaxation - When 

doing a particular posture or movement, 
relaxing the body is the most basic 
requirement. This includes relaxing the 
mind and the body. First, relax the 
mind, and remain focused. Breathe 
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smoothly and prepare to move. Then, 
direct every parts of the body to relax: 
from top to bottom, from inside to 
outside, from limbs to bones and all 
internal organs. 

2) Concentrate on Calmness - This is the 

behind the waist at the second lumbar 
vertebra between the two kidneys. Just 
opposite to the belly button. 
Concentrating on this point balances the 
Governing meridian and vitalizes the 
kidney energies. 

realm of static qig6ng (1i¥J}Jljinggljng), 
and can be attained by meditation at 
different levels. When doing dynamic 
qigong (Jj]J}Jldongg6ng), just 
concentrate on being calm and focusing 
the mind on doing the movement the 
way it should be, including every move 
and every breath. At the same time, also 
be aware of the environment. Is the 
environment conducive to your 
calmness? 

3) Concentrate on Acupuncture Points - 
This has the etfect of clearing the mind, 
facilitating blood flow and balance 
relevant internal organs. The following 
are the most common acupoints: 

iii. Hundred Convergences 

(S1!IBliihuiIGV20) - On top of the 
head, about the convergence points up 
the tip of both ears. Usually, this point 
is used to lift the body and spine up 
straight lightly to centre the body. 

i. Elixir Field (fJ-ffj/Diintian) - Qigong 
masters through the ages have different 
opinions as to the locality of Elixir 
Field. There is the Upper Damian 
located at the top of the nose bridge 
between the eyebrows, or Yintang 
(ED ~). Middle Diintidn is at the 
sternum between the nipples, or 
Tdnzhong (Jii9='/CV17). Lower Dantian 
is just below the belly button between 

Shfmque ct$ rm/CV8) and Qihdi 

(~5fiiICV6). When we say Damian in 
qigong practice, we usually refer to the 
Lower Diintidn. Concentrate on Damian 
helps one enter into a state of tranquility, 
facilitates belly breathing, cultivates 
energy, settles the mind, consolidates 
and centers the person. 

iv. Converging YIn (tt~/HuiyinICVl) 
between the two yins (the anus and the 
genitalia), also called the seabed. This is 
an important point for cultivating qi and 
regulating breathing, and also an 
important point for balancing the body 
and posture. Nonnal1y, during qigong 
practice, the Hundred Convergences and 
the Converging YIn forms a straight line 
to keep the body upright and centered. 
This is so even when the body is slanted. 

v. Pouring Spring O~3jtIY6ngquanIKl) 
- At the centre of the soles; appear when 
you curl your toes inward. 
Concentrating on these points settles the 
mind, calms any excess "tire", 
replenishes both yin and yang. When 
doing dynamic qigong, one usually 
direct qi to the Pouring Springs, or 
continue to direct them to connect with 
the energy of the earth. 

ii. Gate of Life ($r~/MlngmenIGV4)- 

vi. Labored Palace (~'gILaogongIP8) 
In the centre of the palm, between the 
second and the third metacarpal bones. 
The middle fingers reach these points 
when you tighten up your fists. These 
are important places for qi manipulation. 
One may feel the movement of qi of 
these points when doing qigong 
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movement of the hands, such as opening 
and closing, going up and down, pushing 
forward or holding back. Concentrating 
on these points will strengthen the body 
and balance the mind. 

4) Concentrate on Things 
i. Concentrate on Breathing 

First breathe with the relevant 
breathing method. Then, 
follow with listening or 
counting your breaths. 

11. Concentrate on Movements - 
Think of the rules and 
guidelines of doing the 
movements correctly. 

Ill. Concentrate on Objects 
Think of the blue sky, white 
clouds, green pastures, big 
ocean, etc. Enter into the 
state of oneness with these 
things. 

5.6 Recheck and/or re-notice 14/28/42 
Muscles qi flow or other checks 
Recheck the ones that were off or stressful 
before and notice the differences. 

5.7 Recheck and/or re-notice jtng (~), qi 

(_) and shin (1Jti) values 
Recheck these values to see if there is any 
difference. 

5.8 Anchoring the goal with the intention 
of "1ff"(lllio)! 
This is a procedure for celebration and for 
anchoring the effects of the balance. The 
word h60 means good, or well. It contains 
yin and yang energies with a woman on the 
left and a man/son on the right. Life is a 
blessing and everything is goodl 

• The evolution of the word ·'ff". In the old 
days, it means a woman taking care of her 
SOI1, or beautiful. In modem Chinese, it 

means good, or well. e.g. f~jlt (ni hao), is a 
daily greeting equivalence of "how are you?" 
Literally, it means "I wish you are well.' 

r~ ~~ r~ to/Ii 
1f ± 

~~ ~r 
... ~ 

5.9 For Home Use: Qigiing Exercises 
and/or Informational Water Information 
Water (ffl~*) 
Choose the relevant qigiing exercises for 
further practice. Another alternative is to 
use Informational Water. There is a 
tradition in the qigong culture to use water 
for healing. The reasons are: (1) water is 
inexpensive and easily available; (2) the 
steps are simple. Water bears what qigimg 
practitioners cali "the nature of the heart" 
(/L,\1'1). Its form is highly flexible and can 
be used as an information carrier. Read 
Messagesfrom Wafer by Japanese scientist 
Dr. Masaru Emoto for proof and visual 
illustrations. 

Steps: 
1) Preparation - Hold a bottle of water 

with one hand. Calm yourself and 
focus your mind to imagine that qi of 
the Sky is channeled through your other 
hand (hereafter called the Channelling 
Hand) to the water. Move the 
Channelling Hand the way you want to 
help direct this thought.. Repeat for 3 
times. 
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2) Thought infusion - Move the 
Channelling Hand in a circular motion 
above the same bottle of water for 3 
times (either clockwise or anti 
clockwise). For each circle, remain 
focused and imagine that you are 
adding a positive thought (e.g. your 
goal) into the water. 

3) Charging - Use the Channelling Hand 
to lift the water while thinking of the 
same positive thought. Imagine that 
the water is moving with power and 
energy, just like the power of water in a 
tsunami. Repeat for 3 times. 
(-miJJ~:ttB) 

4) Integration - Use the Channelling Hand 
in a circular motion above the water for 
3 times in the opposite direction. 
Imagine that the water and the person 
to drink the water are harmonized and 
integrated. 

6. Qi-nesiology 
This is what I would like to share on 
integrating qigong and kinesiology in this 
Conference. This paper has given you some 
ideas on how the two can be integrated. 
Since qigong is such a vast subject, there are 
thousands of ways of doing a qi-nesiology 
balance. I can foresee that the spirit of the 
self-responsibility model, free choice and 
self-healing of kinesiology will give a 
context in which qigiing techniques and 
practices can function in new ways. I look 
forward to making more contributions to 
such a process. 

-The End- 
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